The combination of static and dynamic software analysis, such as data flow analysis (Dfa) and model checking, provides benefits for both disciplines. On the one hand, the information extracted by Dfas about program data may be utilized by model checkers to optimize the state space representation. On the other hand, the expressiveness of logic formulas allows us to consider model checkers as generic data flow analyzers. Following this second approach, we propose in this paper an algorithm to calculate Dfas using on-the-fly resolution of boolean equation systems (Bess). The overall framework includes the abstraction of the input program into an implicit labeled transition system (Lts), independent of the program specification language. Moreover, using Bess as an intermediate representation allowed us to reformulate classical Dfas encountered in the literature, which were previously encoded in terms of µ-calculus formulas with forward and backward modalities. Our work was implemented and integrated into the widespread verification platform Cadp, and experimented on real examples.
Introduction
The last two decades have been the most productive from the point of view of techniques and tools for testing and ensuring the reliability of complex software. The investment in formal methods has produced a number of powerful languages, algorithms, methodologies and tools to be successfully employed with software models. Today, we can think of applying the same methods to real programs in a transparent way, integrating the verification functionality within the compiler.
This promising scenario is mainly due to the advances in two major techniques: static program analysis and model checking. In a few words, a static analysis carries out a static (abstract) execution of a program in order to extract correct information about its behavior during execution. This information is typically utilized to discard some programming errors as soon as possible, and to improve the program compilation. Regarding model checking, it is a technique based on exhaustive exploration of states produced by (concurrent) programs, to check the satisfiability of a desirable program behavior. Our work exploits the use of model checking as a static analysis implementation method that can be naturally coupled with compilers.
One of the most well used static analyses is data flow analysis (Dfa), which consists in giving the definition and usage of program data, such as variables, expressions, and definitions. This technique usually aims at compiler optimizations, e.g. dead code elimination, but it can also be used for state space reduction during explicit program verification, e.g. in software model checking, by keeping only necessary variables at each program point [2] . Example 1.1 We illustrate the classical live variables (LV ) analysis on Figure 1 . The goal of LV is to attach each program point (program counter) with the set of variables that may be live at this point [14] . A variable is live at a given point p iff its current value may be used, before being updated, by some program execution starting at p. The C code for the factorial problem on the left hand side of Figure 1 includes the intended result for the LV analysis. It shows which variables x or y are live on the different program points. For instance, variable y is not live at the first two lines of the program, because its value is updated before being read.
It has been shown that Dfa is solvable using model checking techniques [16] , namely using modal µ-calculus. Each analysis is specified as a particular temporal modal formula and then verified using standard model checkers, the output of the equivalent static analysis being the information generated by the model checker. As a consequence, all the necessary work to create a new Dfa tool is reduced to write an adequate temporal formula.
Our approach follows the work of [16] to implement static analysis using model checking. However we focus on a method, which allows us to exploit the benefits of on-the-fly model checking, where the system is solved incrementally and at no time is the complete solution stored in memory. To this aim, this paper presents the use of Boolean Equation System (Bes) as a means of specifying and solving program analysis. We illustrate the Bes specification capability by encoding classical Dfas [14] . The resulting Dfas are nicely implemented thanks to a generic algorithm, which evaluates the different Bes encodings over a given program described as an implicit Labeled Transition System (Lts). The algorithm was integrated into the well-known Cadp toolbox [7] , and experiments confirmed that it worked efficiently for realistic examples.
Compared with related works, the main contribution of the paper is a method to achieve static analysis using on-the-fly model-checking. This work generalises the local Bes resolution used for influence analysis [4] , by introducing a program representation that enables a broader set of analyses than previously described, together with efficient resolution algorithms. Although static analysis is traditionally done with global methods, like in the proposals centered in modal µ-calculus [16] , on-the-fly methods are of importance when dealing with realistic complex programs. Indeed, for millions lines projects, constructing and handling the program representation becomes a bottleneck, and dynamic solutions are useful during the design process. In our approach, both Lts and Bes are constructed dynamically, thus saving the generation of unnecessary parts of both structures for the given analysis. The choice of Bes as a unifying representation for static analysis problems is also motivated by its successful application to numerous verification problems, such as equivalence checking, partial order reduction, horn clause resolution, abstract interpretation, model checking and conformance test case generation [9] . Its resolution time and memory complexities being linear in the size of the program model [13] make the Bes an appropriate and efficient way to solve Dfas. Another contribution of the paper is the encoding of forward static analyses (e.g., available expressions and reaching definitions analyses) only in terms of forward operators (successor transition), whereas such analyses are defined in the literature using predecessor information.
The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines the program abstract control flow graph (Cfg) as an Lts. After a brief definition of alternationfree modal µ-calculus and Bes, Section 3 gives the encodings of several classical Dfas, in terms of Bess. Section 4 presents in detail the on-the-fly Dfa algorithm, and its modularity to solve different static analysis problems. Section 5 describes the architecture of the Annotator data flow analyser, together with experimental data evaluating its functionality on standard analysis problems. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the results and indicates directions for future work.
Problem representation
Data flow analyses work on the control flow graph of programs. In this work, we consider the Lts model, which is suitable for concurrent system descriptions, in particular for Cfgs. An Lts is a tuple M = S, A, T, s 0 , where S is a finite set of states, A is a finite set of actions, T ⊆ S × A × S is the set of labeled transitions, and s 0 is the initial state. A transition (s, a, s ′ ) ∈ T , also noted as s a → s ′ , states that the system can move from s to s ′ by executing action a (s ′ is an a-successor of s). In the sequel, we assume that states in S are program counters of the system to be analyzed, and actions in A are the basic program instructions, that is to say, boolean expressions, assignments of program variables with arithmetical expressions, assertions, and the invisible instruction τ . In general, the goal of a Dfa dfs : S → 2 D over M is to attach each program point s ∈ S with a set of denotations dfs(s) ∈ 2 D that correctly describe the program data at s during any execution. The type of denotations in D strongly depends on the analysis to be carried out. For instance, D could be the program variable set or the arithmetical and boolean expression set.
In order to make the resulting program description independent from the program specification language, we now define an abstraction of actions in the Lts to be analyzed. The proposed transformation extracts from each action the aspects relevant for the program property under analysis. By extracting more information out of the original program instructions, our Cfg representation is less abstracted than the Cfg model presented in [4] , and allows the computation of a broader set of static analyses. In the new abstract Lts, each action a ∈ A is represented as a list i w, where i identifies its type and w is a list of typed values. In particular, with respect to the classical Dfa problems, we are mainly interested in the set of program variables and expressions that are present in program instructions. Thus, we will use only two types of values, var and expr, denoting the set of program variables and expressions, respectively. Actions on abstract Lts transitions are of the form:
and represent program instructions, where e is the list of non-trivial expressions, v is the list of modified variables in the instruction, and w is the list of used (i.e., read) variables. Moreover, three labels BOOL, ASSERT, and API respectively establish if the corresponding program instruction is a boolean or assignment expression, or a system call to an Api of interest. This information is relevant for some static analyses, like influence analysis [2, 4] and makes possible both property verifications and program optimizations. Such a format further allows to automatically and incrementally construct the (strict necessary parts of the) resulting Lts considering a program Cfg. Working at the level of an abstract control flow graph allows us to be independent from the input programming language and to focus on developing efficient analysis algorithms for it. Indeed, a same abstract Cfg can represent a same program coded in different languages and it can also represent several programs that only differ from each other by arithmetic operators. This formalism enables the Cfg representation of numerous high level programming languages, such as C, Promela, and Lotos, and can serve as a benchmark representation for existing specialized analysis tools.
Data flow analysis as Boolean equation system
In this section, we introduce the Boolean equation system (Bes) formalism and show that specifying Dfas with Bess allows us to construct a general and efficient approach to implement the analyses independently from the data properties being preserved (live variables, busy expressions, etc.). In a first step, we briefly recall how a Dfa problem is equivalent to model checking modal µ-calculus formulas. Then, we introduce optimised Bes resolutions as alternative and uniform techniques to solve on-the-fly Dfas.
Alternation-free modal µ-calculus model checking
The approach of computing data flow analyses by performing a transformation to µ-calculus formulas or systems of modal fixed point equations (Dfa-Mc) was proposed in [16] , and was the basis of a verification component in jAbc [10] . Formulas of alternation-free modal µ-calculus, noted L 1 µ , and defined over an alphabet of propositional variables X ∈ X , have the following syntax given in positive form:
The semantics of a formula φ over an Lts M = S, A, T, s 0 denotes the set of states satisfying φ and it is defined as follows: boolean operators have their usual definition; possibility operator a φ (necessity operator [a] φ) define states from which some (all) transitions labeled by action a lead to states satisfying formula φ; minimal (maximal) fixed point operator µX.φ (νX.φ) denotes the least (greatest) solution of the fixed point equation X = φ, interpreted over domain 2 S . On-the-fly model checking determines if the initial state s 0 of an Lts satisfies a formula φ and belongs to the set of states denoted by φ.
Example 3.1 We illustrate the LV analysis using model checking on Figure 3 . LV analysis can be defined by the following modal µ-calculus formula φ [16] :
, where used(v, a) is true if variable v is used (i.e., read) in instruction a, bool(a) is true if instruction a is a boolean expression, and modified (v, a) is true if variable v is modified (i.e., defined) on instruction a. Given the factorial program on the left hand side of Figure 3 , the analysis consists in evaluating on each state and for each program variable, the corresponding modal µ-calculus formula by a global model checker. The result shows which variables x or y are live on the different states.
Remark 3.2 Although the alternation-free fragment of modal µ-calculus is sufficient to describe all Dfas present in this article, we should notice that the value- 
Alternation-free boolean equation system resolution
A Boolean Equation System (Bes) [1, 11] is a tuple B = x, M 1 , . . . , M n , where x ∈ X is a boolean variable, X a set of boolean variables, and M i are equation
is a set of minimal (maximal) fixed point equations with sign σ i = µ (σ i = ν). The right-hand side of each equation x ij of block M i is a pure disjunctive or conjunctive formula obtained by applying a boolean operator op ij ∈ {∨, ∧} to a set of variables X ij ⊆ X . Boolean constants false and true abbreviate the empty disjunction ∨∅ and the empty conjunction ∧∅ respectively. A variable x ij depends upon a variable x kl if x kl ∈ X ij . A block M i depends upon a block M k if some variable of M i depends upon a variable defined in M k . A Bes is alternation-free if there are no cyclic dependencies between its blocks. The local (or on-the-fly) resolution of an alternation-free Bes B = x, M 1 , . . . , M n consists in computing the value of x by exploring the righthand sides of the equations in a demand-driven way, without explicitly constructing the blocks. Several on-the-fly alternation-free Bes resolution algorithms with linear time and space complexity are available in the literature [12, 11] .
To the best of our knowledge, no encodings of Dfas in terms of Bes resolution have been proposed in the literature. Example 3.3 Following the translation from state to Boolean formulas of Table 1 [13] , the encoding of LV analysis in terms of Bes is straightforward given the corresponding µ-calculus formula as expressed in Example 3.1. The least fixed point Table 1 Translation from state to Boolean formulas
operator is stated explicitly by the boolean equation. Forward possibility modality (i.e., 3) operator translates into disjunction over all successor states. Boolean expressions over states translate into boolean expressions over actions. The resulting alternation-free Bes given an Lts M = S, A, T, s 0 describing the program Cfg is as follows:
, where s, s ′ ∈ S, a ∈ A, and v ∈ var. Similarly to model checking µ-calculus formulas (Figure 3 Figure 4 . Consequently, we directly obtain dead variables analysis by considering the negation of LV analysis.
Remark 3.4
As for modal µ-calculus formulas, we should notice that the parameterised extension of alternation-free Bes [12] , called Pbes, may be of interest when considering further analyses, such as for influence analyses [4] .
Very busy/available expressions and reachable definitions analyses
Here, we present the encodings of three classical data flow analyses, defined in [15, 14] , directly in terms of Bess (Dfa-Bes).
Let M = S, A, T, s 0 be an Lts representing the program abstract Cfg to be analysed. Table 2 shows the Bes encodings of the analysis between M and a program expression e or a program definition (o, v, t) with v ∈ var, modulo three widelyused Dfas: very busy expressions (V BE), reaching definitions (RD), and available expressions (AE) [14] . LV , V BE, AE and RD analyses are perhaps the most famous examples of flow analyses and are meant to portray backward and forward analyses with least and greatest fixed points.
Each analysis is represented as a Bes with a single ν block defining, for example, for each couple of state and program expression (s,e) ∈ S × expr, a variable X s,e , which expresses that expression e satisfies the Dfa on state s. We can notice that encodings given in Table 2 are based upon computing successors of states, therefore allowing to construct, on-the-fly, the Lts during Bes resolution.
In this paper, we consider the commonly accepted standard definition of V BE analysis [14] . We first describe it as a modal µ-calculus formula: φ(e) = νZ. isU sed(e) ∨ (¬isM odif ied(e) ∧ 3 true ∧ 2 Z). Then, applying the transfor-mations of Table 1 , we give its encoding in terms of Bes in Table 2 . Even if Y s,e is a disjunctive variable, it has only one successor: true or false. Hence, like the LV analysis, which only uses disjunctions, we can apply an optimised Bes resolution algorithm based on depth-first search for strictly conjunctive or disjunctive equation blocks, such as algorithm A4 of [13] . If X s,e is true, then expression e is very busy at state s of the Cfg. Table 2 Boolean equation system encodings of three widely-used data flow analyses Very busy expressions:
Reaching definitions:
Available expressions:
Contrary to backward analyses, such as LV or V BE analyses, forward Dfas calculate information about histories. Therefore, they are using backward modalities, which are overlined possibility (i.e., − 3) and necessity (i.e., − 2) operators. Such analyses cannot be encoded directly in terms of on-the-fly Bes resolution, where only successor information is accessible. Moreover, there is no method to translate overlined modalities into forward modalities. Hence, instead of testing the final value of a computed boolean variable, i.e., if X s,e is true then the property is satisfied on state s for element e, we resolve forward analyses with on-the-fly Bes resolutions by computing a specific Bes and by testing the inclusion of a boolean variable of interest in the set of computed variables.
We give a detailed description of such Bes transformation for RD analysis. RD analysis computes for each program point, which assignments may have been made and not overwritten, when program execution reaches this point along some path [14] . We can reformulate this analysis as follows: Let the transition (o,v,t) be a variable definition to analyse, v ∈ var. To check if definition (o,v,t) is reachable on a given state s of the abstract Cfg M = S, A, T, s 0 , we traverse the graph until we encounter (o,v,t) (1). Then, we construct the reachable graph from state t, which does not overwrite definition (o,v,t) (2). Finally, if state s belongs to the reachable graph, then (o,v,t) is a RD on state s (3). Points (1) and (2) are expressed as two tautology boolean variables X s,(o,v,t) and Y s,(o,v,t) respectively that are always true and use a maximal fixed point to explore all possible paths, as shown on Table 2 . Point (3) is achieved by testing the inclusion of Y s,(o,v,t) in the set of computed boolean variables in block Y (computed(Y )).
Example 3.5 Given the program abstract Cfg of Figure 2(c) , the result of computing RD analysis using our Bes transformation is illustrated on Figure 5 . Following the same approach, AE analysis can be encoded in terms of the Bes given in Table 2 : block X computes for each successor state s ′ of current state s, either a subgraph of the Lts, where the expression is either unused or modified (i.e., block Y ), or a subgraph of the Lts where the expression is available (i.e., block Z). Since variable X s,e is recursively defined in terms of its successors X s ′ ,e , solving X s,e forces to traverse the whole Lts. X s,e being a tautology, its final value is always true. Once X s,e is computed, testing the inclusion of Y s,e in computed(Y ) gives that expression e is not available at state s. If Y s,e is not included in computed(Y ), then testing the inclusion of Z s,e in computed(Z) gives that expression e is available at state s. Otherwise, e is not available at s.
Considering X s ′ ,e ∨true (X s ′ ,(o,v,t) ∨true) as an extra disjunctive boolean variable, an optimised depth-first search resolution algorithm for equation blocks containing alternating dependencies between conjunctive and disjunctive variables (e.g., mode 5 of [13] ) can be applied on the two later Bess.
On-the-fly data flow analysis algorithm
In order to simplify the presentation, we first discuss the case of LV analysis, and then we extend the method to the other static analyses. Thus, Figure 6(a) shows the implementation of LV on an program abstract Cfg M = S, A, T, s 0 using Bes resolution. We assume that we have already specified the data flow analysis for each program variable v by means of a Bes B = X s,v , M 1 , · · · , M n , as in Example 3.3, where s is a state of the Lts. We also assume that solve(X s,v ) computes the truth value of variable X s,v on the Lts M . visited := {s 0 }; explored := ∅; pv := ∅; 5.
while visited = ∅ do 6.
s := get(visited); d(s) := ∅; 7.
forall s a → s ′′ do 8.
if s ′′ / ∈ explored then 9.
visited := visited ∪ {s ′′ } 10.
endif; 11.
if a = τ then 12.
if v(a) \ pv = ∅ then 13.
forall s ′ ∈ explored, 14.
w Function Analyse is based upon the following principle: starting at the initial state s 0 , it performs an on-the-fly exploration of the Lts and, for each program state, computes the final value of boolean variable X s,w (i.e., the result of function solve) considering each program variable w found during the algorithm execution (lines 23-27). If the final value of X s,w is true, we can conclude that Dfa of state s with variable w is satisfied, that is to say, w is live at s. An annotating function d then keeps track of this result (line 25).
Analyse is more generic than algorithm Influence Analysis presented in [4] , by allowing both the computation of classical Dfas and influence analyses. Moreover, it does not require an a priori computed set of program variables or expressions to be analyzed, since it dynamically constructs these sets on demand, with respect to a given analysis, while traversing the Lts.
We describe below the details of the algorithm. Visited but unexplored states are stored in set visited ⊆ S, whereas explored states are stored in set explored ⊆ S, explored ∩ visited = ∅. The set of variables appearing at each action a in the Lts is denoted with v(a), and added to set pv. At each iteration of the main loop (lines 5-30), a new state s is extracted from the set visited. In a first step, its unexplored successors are added to visited, and for each new variable w ∈ v(a), the algorithm reinitiates the static analysis for all explored states s ′ by computing the boolean variable X s ′ ,w (lines 7-22). When all sets of states (i.e., visited and explored) and variables (i.e., pv) are updated, current state s is then analysed (lines 23-27). The algorithm terminates when all states have been explored. After termination of the main loop, the annotating function d, which was computed for all states and variables, is returned (line 31). By replacing variable X s,w (X s,z ) in function Analyse by X s,v (X s,e ), defining LV (V BE) as a Bes in Section 3, we immediately obtain an on-the-fly LV (V BE) analysis algorithm. As a result, backward Dfas can be systematically encoded in terms of Bess and solved by Analyse. In addition, the same algorithm can also be used for other static analyses modulo a modification of the output signature, because the algorithm only describes intertwined traversals of the Lts proportional to the number of program variables or expressions. For instance, we can slightly modify the algorithm Analyse on Figure 6 (a) by taking into account variable definitions, which are triple of state, variable and state (o,v,t), instead of considering only program variables returned by v(a) (lines 14 and 20). By redefining pv : 2 S×var×S , v : A → 2 S×var×S , and d : S → 2 S×var×S , we directly obtain an on-the-fly RD analysis by solving X s,w (lines 15 and 24) and by testing the inclusion of Y s,w in computed(Y ).
We discuss below the behavior of algorithm Analyse w.r.t. efficiency. Every transition in the Lts is traversed exactly once per program variable or expression. We assume that Bes resolutions are linear in the size of the Lts [13] . Since the constructed Bes is unique for all states given a variable or an expression, resolution of already solved boolean variables is done in constant time. Therefore, each call to Analyse has a worst-case time complexity O(|S|+|T |), considering that the number of tested variables and expressions is significantly smaller than the number of states and transitions. The same bound applies for memory consumption, since in the worst case, every state will be stored in set explored, taking in account that Bes resolution has a linear memory complexity.
As shown by Table 3 , the solution using Bes resolution is similar in spirit to the model checking approach, as it enables to directly provide the desired property as an equation system instead of a µ-calculus formula. Bess being solved on-the-fly, only relevant program parts are computed for each state, variable or expression. Another advantage of working at the level of Bess is that persistent computation results between subsequent resolution calls can be used to obtain an efficient overall resolution. Indeed, only one structure, the boolean equation system, is computed for a given analysis and variable of interest, whereas on-the-fly evaluation of µ-calculus formulas would compute one formula per state of the Lts, as it is done in [4] .
Implementation and experiments
We implemented the Analyse algorithm described in Section 4 in a modular tool, called Annotator, which is built within Cadp [7] upon the primitives of the Open/Caesar [6] environment for on-the-fly exploration of Ltss and on-the-fly resolution of Bess. Currently, Annotator achieves influence analyses [4] and the Dfas described in Section 3. We briefly describe the architecture of this tool and give some experimental results concerning program analyses.
The ANNOTATOR tool
The static analyser Annotator (see Figure 7) takes as input the Lts associated to the program abstract Cfg together with optional arguments such as the type of the underlying Bes resolution (e.g., breadth-first search), and produces as output the function d as an Xml or textual file.
Annotator consists of two parts: a front-end, responsible for encoding the static analysis of Lts as a (parameterised) Bes resolution, and a back-end, responsible of (parameterised) Bes resolution, playing the role of verification engine. Back-end is obtained by using algorithms of the Caesar Solve library [13] . Globally, the approach to on-the-fly static analysis is both to construct on-the-fly the Lts and corresponding (parameterised) Bes and to determine the final value of variables of interest specified by Analyse. Only the part of both graphs that is necessary to perform the static analysis is explored incrementally.
Our resulting data flow analyser can also be slightly extended to become an Open/Caesar library providing an Application Programming Interface (Api) allowing the on-the-fly use of computed function d. Hence, (existing) compilers and verification tools would directly be able to integrate on-the-fly static analysis into their computation without needing exhaustive intermediate formats (e.g., Xml).
The implementation of the tool including all analyses was done in a month. Each Bes description is about 600 lines of C code. They are all used from a common part, namely the algorithm Analyse, which is about 2 000 lines of C code. Currently implemented analyses, accessible through command line parameters, should be sufficient for a basic use of Annotator. In order to extend the current tool with new analyses, one can think of three possibilities: first, a user could (graphically) specify the expected analysis as an implicit Bes, from which the tool would automatically generate the corresponding analysis module (following the same approach as [17] ). Another possibility is to write the analysis as a µ-calculus formula, translated by the tool into a Bes (following the approach of [13] ). Otherwise, the description of the Bes in a C file can also be considered. We expect that it should be possible to construct new analyses of comparable complexity in few hours, now that the infrastructure is stable.
Experimentation
We performed several experiments to compare the results of our Dfas with those observed in the literature [14] . We considered twelve classical C program examples showing the interest of using one or the other Dfa to simplify the compilation of the program. We also performed a series of experiments for investigating the effectiveness of influence analysis [4] . Besides Promela examples extracted from the literature [2] , we also considered ten other C program examples specific for each one of the implemented influence analyses. All abstract Cfgs, extracted from the examples, were explicitly described thanks to the Binary Coded Graph (Bcg) [7] format. Since their sizes were rather small, experiments just allowed us to verify functionality properties of our prototype, but neither time nor memory statistics, because correct results were immediately returned by Annotator.
To show the applicability of our tool to a third specification language, we took 
Conclusion and future work
We presented encodings of four classical data flow analyses in terms of Bes resolution, and we automatized the program analysis process in conjunction with onthe-fly verification tools. The on-the-fly static analyser Annotator was developed using the Open/Caesar environment [6] of the Cadp [7] toolbox. It implements static analyses of an application-independent representation of programs given as an Lts. The tool currently offers eight Dfas using optimised Bes resolution algorithms. The experiments carried out using this tool on numerous standard examples assess the functionality of the static analysis, and demonstrate that the modular architecture of the tool allows a rapid integration of new static analyses described as Bes resolutions, and a quick connection to existing compilers. Although our initial goal was to extend compilers with data flow analysis algorithms based on model checking, a future work will consist in directly applying the technique on the compiler for certifying it. We also plan to continue our work along two additional directions. First, we would like to show the impact of automatic abstract matching on the explored state space size during verification of programs described in C code, thanks to the compiler C2Lts proposed in [5] . To this purpose, the static analysis resulting from the interconnection of Annotator and C2Lts into Cadp could then be integrated to the model extractor SocketMC [3] . Finally, we will seek solutions to other static analysis problems, such as reset variables analysis [8] , by investigating their translation in terms of Bes resolution, and by studying the a priori natural and efficient connection of existing compilers to our abstract Cfg model.
